
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Do you believe in the determinative power of education? Do you believe that even the 
relatively small group of 34 young professionals can make a huge difference? Do you 
think  that one is never too old or smart enough to develop new skills? 
  
If you love the thought of managing bigger projects independently, and if you want to be 
the part of a dynamically growing, highly professional community, apply. 
 

What we would like you to do  
 Be useful — Make sure we get our message across by planning promotional 

campaigns for our events and projects 
 Be active — Create social media posts and content 
 Be creative — Think out of the box to gain people’s attention & strengthen the Case 

Solvers brand  
 
You are our dream candidate, if you 

 are good at convincing people 
 like people but also love and can work independently 
 understand the nuances of communication and can totally feel the difference 

between ‘inquire’ and ‘ask about’ in a text 
 know how to place a Facebook ad and interpret data  
 interested in (and preferably have done) creative writing  
 don't need one of your friends' help to translate this job description for you, and you 

could easily write at this level in English and in Hungarian 
 can start January 2021 the latest, and work at least 20 hours per week 
 have an active student status 

 
We offer.. 

 a steep learning curve 
 real-life responsibilities from day 1 
 open ears for your smart suggestions 
 competitive salary 
 a friendly environment and a lively community life (due to Covid-19 online at the 

time being) 
 travelling opportunities (of course when covid-19 is all over) 
 an adult position (you can define your own working hours as you find the most fit 

your life) 
 an enthusiastic community that works for skilling up people & society  

 
Sounds good? :) 

We are looking forward to reading your CV. 

Please send your application to careers@case-solver.com 
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